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DVD 500.2 B
2012
Brave new world with Stephen Hawking [videorecording] / produced by IWC Media Limited/Handel
Productions.
Hosted by Professor Stephen Hawking, this five-part series travels the globe to explore the research
and inventions that will transform lives in the future. Hawking is joined by a cast of scientists offering
expert commentary on today's scientific revolutions.
DVD 599.789 P
2009
Pandas in the wild [videorecording]: a rare, up-close look at their secret lives / Smithsonian Networks;
a joint venture of Smithsonian Institution and Showtime Networks, Inc.; executive producer, Joy
Galane, Yoshimzu Kawano and Masaru Ikeo; produced by Gail Flannigan.
"Only about 1,600 Giant Pandas survive in the wild with 200 to 300 in China's mist-shrouded Quinling
Mountains, which extend for thousands of miles and where few people gain permission to enter.
Pandas in the wild captures the loving warmth between a mother panda and her newborn, the fierce
competition among male pandas fighting for females as spring approaches and the harsh struggles
pandas endure to survive the snow-buried winter. It's a journey into a remote and exotic locale and an
up-close look at the secret lives of these rare mammals--an intimate portrait of one of the world's
most treasured animals. Smithsonian Networks captures the panda in its natural habitat for the first
time, behaving in ways you won't see a the zoo"--Container.
DVD 781.642 C
2007
Country legends live [videorecording]: Tom T Hall / a Timeless Media Group production.
Kentucky native Tom T. Hall is one of Nashville's most prolific songwriters, with eleven number one
hits and two dozen more in the top ten. Johnny Cash, George Jones, Loretta Lynn and Alan Jackson
have all recorded his songs. Notably, Jeannie C. Riley, whose rendition of "Harper Valley P.T.A."
earned Hall his first Grammy Awary in 1068. Tom T. Hall followed that success with a string of his
own hit recordings. This special DVD contains four of Hall's biggest hits, including "Old Dogs,
Children, Watermelon Wine," recorded live at Orlando's Church Street Station.
DVD 781.66 M
2009
Metal [videorecording]: a headbanger's journey / Seville Pictures presents a Banger Productions film;
produced by Scot McFadyen & Sam Dunn; written and directed by Sam Dunn, Scot McFadyen &
Jessica Joy Wise.
A global journey to find out why heavy metal music has been consistently stereotyped, dismissed and
condemned and yet is loved so passionately by its millions of fans.
DVD ACE
1997
Ace Ventura, pet detective [videorecording] / Morgan Creek Productions.
Ace Ventura, pet detective is on the case to find the Miami Dolphins' missing mascot and quarterback
Dan Marino, and whether he's undercover, under fire or underwater, he always gets his man ... or
beast!
DVD ARTH
2012
Arthur Christmas [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures and Sony Pictures Animation present an
Aardman production; produced by Peter Lord ... [et al.]; written by Peter Baynham & Sarah Smith;
directed by Sarah Smith.
On Christmas at the North Pole, Santa's youngest son looks to use his father's high-tech operation for
an urgent mission.
DVD BUST
2005
Bustin' loose [videorecording] / a Richard Pryor production; produced by Richard Pryor and Michael
S. Glick; screenplay by Roger L. Simon; directed by Oz Scott.
Joe is an ex-con given a second chance after violating his parole. He has been hired by a
schoolteacher to drive a group of special kids to their new home. Joe's a bit unnerved by their mental
problems, but soon they bond and become friends.

DVD CASE
2012
The case for Christmas [videorecording] / Hallmark Channel presents; a Chesler/Perlmutter
production; produced by Marek Posival; teleplay by Tom Amund[s]en; written by Kevin Commins and
Rickie Castaneda; directed by John Bradshaw.
Santa is in trouble. People are losing faith in him, and he's being sued for ruining Christmas. Michael
Sherman is a young lawyer and single father still mourning the loss of his wife who takes Santa on as
a client. He not only helps save Kris Kringle but also discovers the courage to let love back into his
life, making this truly the happiest season of all.
DVD CHRI
2010
Christmas in Canaan [videorecording] / Hallmark Channel; produced by Randolph Cheveldave;
teleplay by Donald Davenport; directed by Neill Fearnley.
An unlikely friendship blossoms between two ten-year-old boys from different backgrounds during the
racially charged backdrop of rural Texas, 1964. Through the years into manhood, prevailing attitudes
and the growing civil rights movement severely test their friendship. In the end, they will discover that
despite people's differences, it's the memories you make that determine your happiness and peace in
life.
DVD CHRI
2012
Christmas comes home to Canaan [videorecording] / MarVista Entertainment; produced by Ted
Bauman; written by Donald Davenport; directed by Neill Fearnley.
Daniel Burton (Billy Ray Cyrus) learns to love again when he meets Briony Adair (Gina Holden), the
rehabilitation specialist treating his son, and invites her to spend Christmas with his family.
DVD CHRI
2012
A Christmas kiss [videorecording] / Atmospheric Pictures; MarVista Entertainment; written by Joany
Kane; produced by Mark Donadio, Miriam Marcus; directed & edited by John Stimpson.
Wendy is an aspiring designer and assistant to her callous boss Priscilla. Unfortunately, Wendy's
dreams of impressing her boss get complicated when she realizes that the mysterious man she
kissed in a falling elevator is Priscilla's boyfriend, Adam. As Adam and Wendy's friendship grows,
Priscilla is forced to take drastic measures to make sure her engagement goes forward as planned.
Will Wendy and Adam connect before it's too late?
DVD CREA
2004
Creature from the Black Lagoon [videorecording]: the legacy collection / Universal-International;
produced by William Alland.
Creature from the Black Lagoon: In the upper reaches of the Amazon River, a scientific team
discovers a prehistoric Gill-Man in the legendary Black Lagoon. The creature is captured and falls in
love with the female assistant of the leader of the research team. When the lonely creature escapes
and kidnaps her, the scientist mounts an effort to reclaim his sweetheart and return the creature to his
watery home.
Revenge of the creature: The Gill-Man is captured by scientists and transported to an aquarium in
south Florida. He is attracted to the lovely female scientist, manages to escape, and kidnaps her.
The creature walks among us: The Gill-Man is captured once more and turned into an air-breather by
a rich mad scientist. This makes the creature very unhappy, and he escapes, wreaking havoc as he
goes.
DVD FFOL
2003
Ffolkes [videorecording] / Universal; Elliott Kastner presents an Andrew V. McLaglen film; written by
Jack Davies; produced by Elliott Kastner; directed by Andrew V. McLaglen; Cinema Seven
Productions, Ltd.
A terrorist holds an off-shore drilling rig for ransom. A wealthy eccentric, Rufus Excalibur Ffolkes,
volunteers to send in his crack team of soldiers.

DVD GIA
2000
Gia [videorecording] / HBO Pictures presents a Marvin Worth production in association with Citadel
Entertainment/Kahn Power Pictures; produced by James D. Brubaker; written by Jay McInerney and
Michael Cristofer; directed by Michael Cristofer.
Fact-based story of top fashion model Gia Marie Carangi follows her life from a rebel working in her
father's diner at age 17 to her death in 1986 at age 26 from AIDS, one of the first women in America
whose death was attributed to the disease.
DVD MOON
2012
Moonrise kingdom [videorecording] / Focus Features and Indian Paintbrush present; an American
Empirical picture; produced by Wes Anderson ... [et al.]; written by Wes Anderson and Roman
Coppola; directed by Wes Anderson.
Set on an island off the coast of New England in the summer of 1965, tells the story of two twelveyear-olds who fall in love, make a secret pact, and run away together into the wilderness. As various
authorities try to hunt them down, a violent storm is brewing off-shore, and the peaceful island
community is turned upside down in more ways than anyone can handle.
DVD OUT
2004
Out of the past [videorecording] / RKO Radio pictures; produced by Warren Duff; screenplay by
Geoffrey Homes; directed by Jacques Tourneur.
Former private detective Jeff Bailey is trying to lead a quiet life, but his past comes back to haunt him
and he finds himself framed for murder.
DVD RUBY
2012
Ruby Sparks [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight pictures presents a Bona Fide production; produced
by Albert Berger and Ron Yerxa; written by Zoe Kazan; directed by Jonathan Dayton and Valerie
Faris.
Struggling with writer's block and a lackluster love life, once-famous novelist Calvin creates a
beautiful fictitious character named Ruby who inspires him. But not only does this bring his work to
life, it also brings Ruby to life, literally. Face-to-face with an actual relationship with his once virtual
girlfriend, Calvin must now decide whether to pen this love story or let it write itself.
DVD SAFE
2012
Safety not guaranteed [videorecording] / FilmDistrict presents; in association with Big Beach; a Big
Beach production; directed by Colin Trevorrow; written by Derek Connolly; produced by Marc
Turtletaub ... [et al.]; produced in association with Duplass Brothers Productions.
Three co-workers at a magazine seek to interview someone who placed an ad for time travel
companionship.
DVD SPID
2012
The amazing Spider-Man [videorecording] / Columbia Pictures presents; directed by Marc Webb;
screenplay by James Vanderbilt and Alvin Sargent and Steve Kloves; story by James Vanderbilt;
produced by Laura Ziskin, Avi Arad, Matt Tolmach; a Marvel Entertainment, Laura Ziskin, Avi Arad,
Matt Tolmach production.
Peter Parker finds a clue that might help him understand why his parents disappeared when he was
young. His path puts him on a collision course with Dr. Curt Connors, his father's former partner.
DVD STAR
2008
Starship troopers 3. Marauder [videorecording] / Paul Vehoeven and Stage 6 Films present a Bold
Films production; produced by David Lancaster; written and directed by Ed Neumeier.
Colonel Johnny Rico is back to rescue Sky Marshal Anaoke after his Federation Starship lands on a
planet that is overrun by bugs. Bonus features include featurettes and commentaries. Includes a
digital copy of the film.

DVD STAR
2004
Starship troopers. 2, Hero of the federation [videorecording] / Tristar Pictures presents a Jon Davison
production; a Phil Tippett film; produced by Jon Davison; written by Ed Neumeier; directed by Phil
Tippett.
A group of Starship Troopers hide in an abandoned outpost after battling alien bugs. The group
recovers but fails to realize that more danger is ahead.
DVD TRAD
2012
Trading Christmas [videorecording] / a Trade Street production; produced by Harvey Kahn; teleplay
by Bruce Graham; directed by Michael M. Scott.
Emily Springer is disappointed in her daughter, Heather, won't make the cross-country trip from
Harvard to visit at Christmas. Emily decides to surprise Heather and trades houses with Charles
Brewster, a college professor. Emily is the one who is surprised when she finds out her daughter left
for Florida with her boyfriend and has only Charles' brother for company. In this holiday tale about
twists of fate, Emily and Charles find love at the most unexpected time.
DVD WATC
2012
The watch [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents in association with Dune Entertainment;
a 21 Laps production; produced by Shawn Levy; written by Jared Stern, Seth Rogen & Evan
Goldberg; directed by Akiva Schaffer.
"There's trouble brewing in peaceful Glenview, Ohio. That's why four civic-minded citizens, armed
with flashlights, walkie-talkies and spiffy new jackets, have teamed up to safeguard their community.
But the guys find more than they bargained for when they uncover an alien plot to destroy Earth, and
now these bumbling heroes are Glenview's only chance to save the neighborhood--and the world-from annihilation."--Container.
J DVD 595.7 C
2009
Critter quest [videorecording]: bug out on a backyard safari! / a Tiger/Tigress production for
Smithsonian Networks; a joint venture of Smithsonian Institution and Showtime Networks, Inc.; series
producer, Linda Goldman; produced by Krys Kornmeier.
Sometimes, the most fascinating place to explore is your own backyard. No matter where you happen
to live, there are incredible creatures all around. Discover all sorts of critters right outside the door.
Schriemer not only unearths fuzzy, squirmy, slimy, gilled, winged, and multi-legged creatures, he
shares fun facts about them and introduces kids to how they go about their daily business.
J DVD BABA
2011
Babar. School days [videorecording].
Features lessons about acceptance, honesty, and patience. Episodes include: School days; Kings of
the castle; Every basket has a silver lining; and Peer pressure.
J DVD BABA
1999
Babar [videorecording]: king of the elephants / HBO Home Video; Nelvana Ltd., Home Made Movies,
S.A., TMO-Loonland Film GmbH; directed by Davian Bobrowska, Amelie Bouchard, H. Grace
Waddington; screenplay by Raymond Jafelice, Peter Sauder.
A young orphaned elephant is taken to the big city and educated in the manners and ways of human.
When he returns to the jungle, he becomes King of the elephants.
J DVD BABY
2010
Baby Einstein. World of colors discovery kit [videorecording] / directed by Julie Aigner-Clark.
To stimulate babies' neural development, images of toys, puppets, and the paintings of Vincent Van
Gogh are set to classical music.
J DVD BLUE
2006
Blue's room. Meet Blue's baby brother [videorecording] / Nick, Jr.
Features a special double-length Blue's Room episode that will air as part of the on-air 10th
Anniversary celebration.

J DVD BOB
2003
Bob the builder. To the rescue! [videorecording] / a HOT Animation production for HIT Home
Entertainment; producer, Jackie Cockle; director, Sarah Ball.
Follows the adventures of an ever-friendly, helper-builder, Bob, and his crew of fun loving machines.
Bob, Wendy, Scoop, Muck, Lofty, and others work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
J DVD BRAV
2012
Brave [videorecording] / Disney presents a Pixar Animation Studios film; screenplay by Mark Andrews
... [et al.]; produced by Katherine Sarafian; directed by Mark Andrews and Brenda Chapman.
Princess Merida, an archer and self-reliant young woman, makes a decision which defies custom and
brings chaos to her kingdom. To restore her kingdom, she must rely on her bravery and archery skills.
J DVD CHAR
2008
A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving [Remastered deluxe videorecording] / in cooperation with United
Feature Syndicate, Inc., Charles M. Schulz Creative Associates; written and created by Charles M.
Schulz; directed by Bill Melendez and Phil Roman; produced by Lee Mendelson and Bill Melendez.
In "A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving," Peppermint Patty and friends show up at Charlie Brown's on
Thanksgiving unexpectedly, Chuck, with the help of Linus, Snoopy, and Woodstock, shows them the
true meaning of Thanksgiving. In "The Mayflower Voyagers", Charlie Brown and his friends show us
what the voyage of the Mayflower would have been like and how the colonists settled into their new
land.
J DVD CHIL
2012
Chilly Christmas [videorecording] / director, Gregory Poppen
Eleven-year-old Bobby Cole and his dog Chilly are best friends, living happily in their Southern
California beach house. But when his father, a single parent and police detective, accepts a job in
New York City, they must find Chilly a new home. In an attempt to show his dad that Chilly can be a
city dog, Bobby and his friends teach Chilly the indoor way of life. Will Chilly be able to stay?
J DVD MAGI
2012
The magic school bus. Takes flight.
Contains four episodes that follow Ms. Frizzle and her class on their science adventures aboard the
magic school bus where they learn about weather, flight, and habitat.
J DVD RABB
2007
The Fool and the flying ship [videorecording] / executive producers, Chris Campbell & Mark Sottnick.
Adapted from a Russian folktale, a Tsar sets an impossible task, but a fool and his friends outsmart
the Tsar.
J DVD SWAN
2009
The swan princess and the secret of the castle [videorecording] / Nest Entertainment presents a
Richard Rich film; produced by Richard Rich and Jared F. Brown; directed by Richard Rich.
When Prince Derek attempts to rescue his mother Queen Uberta from the clutches of the evil Clavius,
he discovers Clavius' plan to steal the magic Orb hidden deep in the Prince's castle. To stop him,
Odette must use the Orb's magical powers and once again transform into the beautiful Swan
Princess. It will take all her power, plus the help of her friends to save their kingdom. If they fail,
Clavius will rule the enchanted land and Odette will remain a swan forever ...
J DVD TALE
2008
The tale of Pigling Bland and other stories [videorecording] / Beatrix Potter; Frederick Warne & Co.,
Ltd.; produced in association with the BBC; series producer, John Coates; series director, Dianne
Jackson; live action director, Dennis Abey.
Pigling Bland's trip to market becomes an unexpected adventure when he meets Pig-wig, a lovely
little pig who has been stolen, and offers to help her escape from the wicked farmer. The mischievous
Tom Kitten falls into the grasp of a fat, greedy rat called Samuel Whiskers, who wants to enjoy Kitten
Dumpling for his dinner. The enchanting story of a tailor working on a magnificent coat for the Mayor
of Gloucester. When the tailor falls ill, the coat is mysteriously completed by secret helpers.

J DVD TALE
2006
The tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle and Mr. Jeremy Fisher and other stories [videorecording] / by Beatrix
Potter; series producer, John Coates; series director, Dianne Jackson.
Yet again Lucie loses her pocket handkerchief. In her search she meets Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, a kindly,
but strangely prickly washerwoman, and Mr. Jeremy Fisher who tells her of his eventful fishing trip.
When seven little bunnies go missing Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny find themselves caught up in
a terrible battle between Mr. Tod and his unwelcome guest. Tom Thumb and Hunca Munca create
havoc in the doll's house while Johnny Town-Mouse entertains a visitor from the country who has
travelled up by mistake in a hamper of vegetables.
J DVD VEGG
2004
VeggieTales. Larry-boy and the rumor weed [videorecording] / Big Idea Productions.
Junior Asparagus and Laura Carrot learn just how easily rumors get started when they accidentally
launch a whopper about Larry-Boy's butler, Alfred! Before they know it, their little story is spreading all
over Bumblyburg like a weed!
J DVD WORL
2008
The world of Peter Rabbit and friends [videorecording] / Beatrix Potter; Frederick Warne & Co., Ltd.;
produced in association with the BBC; series producer, John Coates; series director, Dianne Jackson;
live action director, Dennis Abey.
The escapades of these mischievous bunnies in Mr. McGregor's garden come to life. After feasting
on the cuttings in Mr. McGregor's garden rubbish heap, the Flopsy Bunnies are overcome by the
soporific effect of overgrown lettuces and stolen away by Mr. McGregor. Moppet, Mittens and Tom
Kitten's attempt to keep clean and tidy for their mother's tea party, and Jemima Puddle-Duck
encounters a foxy-whiskered gentleman.

